
about wild birds unlimited
Wild Birds Unlimited is a backyard bird feeding franchise founded in Indianapolis in 1981. Approximately 280 retail 
stores now exist throughout the United States and Canada. Wild Birds Unlimited specializes in high quality bird 
supplies to help consumers and bird hobbyists turn their yards into colorful, bird feeding habitats.

challenge 
Wild Birds Unlimited was looking to supplement its 
email marketing program to improve the solution they 
offered franchisees. The company had been using an 
email system that required individual store owners to 
manually send email to customers. More often than 
not, the email didn’t go out. Wild Birds Unlimited 
approached Right On Interactive (ROI) for consulting 
services, to help them implement new strategies to 
maximize existing tools, to provide training, and to 
offer technical support.

“Transactional messages are important for customer 
loyalty,” said Bo Lowery, Director of Digital Marketing 
Communications. “We needed a triggered email 
system that connected with customers while removing 
the burden from the franchises.”

solutions
Right On Interactive created an application that connects Wild Bird Unlimited’s Point of Sale (POS) system with 
their email application. The solution triggers automated email from the local franchise to its customers based on 
their behaviors.
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The content in the email is developed at the corporate level but tailored specifically for the individual customer. 
Automated email could include information about the company’s birthday club, its loyalty program, membership 
expiration dates, annual spend, and how close customers are to obtaining a reward. To encourage new 
customers to return to the store, a thank you email with a coupon is sent after the first check out.

Lowery has been very pleased with the customer lifecycle marketing tools provided by ROI. 

“Every new customer receives a trigger email to solidify Wild Bird Unlimited’s relationship 
with them,” she said. “Studies have shown that customer loyalty improves the quicker you 
get someone into your store a second time. Club membership is a key metric for how we 
measure loyalty, so those triggers are critical for our business.”

results
Wild Birds Unlimited has seen an increase in return visits – especially with the loyalty club – based on the 
triggered messages that are sent out to customers.

“More people are coming back to the store and renewing memberships,” said Lowery. 
“We’re getting a better return rate because people are receiving the email.”

Lowery is extremely pleased she decided to work with ROI. 

“My role is to ensure the technology we select is a good fit for our franchises. Right On 
Interactive has developed its own tools that work as stand-alone products but also 
integrate perfectly with our current email system.”

She’s also been very impressed with ROI’s integrity. 

“Right On Interactive listens to our needs and creates solutions that match expectations. 
We have a great relationship and they’ve done an outstanding job.”
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